BACKGROUND
In the southern part of Mexico, the *indigenous* (first, original) people were called Nahua people. They spoke many Nahuatl languages and found ways to farm and live in environments that were diverse and ever changing. Over 800 years ago, in about the year 1100, Nahua people were farming by creating small islands. There is some evidence that people were using these islands to farm over 5,000 years ago! These islands were called chinampas and they are an incredible technological invention that continues today. The chinampas were so successful that when the Aztec empire grew in about 1428, chinampas became the main way to feed many people in the empire and the massive city of Tenochtitlan. There are many things that make chinampas unique, which is why they are still in use today in Mexico and why people around the world have started similar practices. Unfortunately, chinampas are in danger today because of how Spanish colonizers destroyed water systems in the Mexico Valley. This destruction, combined with current social and environmental issues, put chinampas and their traditions in great danger. However, there are many people working to protect and spread chinampas because of how well they can feed people while protecting the earth.

CHINAMPAS: ANCIENT WAYS TODAY

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
#12: Responsible Consumption and Production
#6: Clean Water & Sanitation

POSSIBLE ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
• What are Chinampas and why are they important today?
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